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Relution for
Education
Dear reader1,
the following pages describe how to use tablets in school lessons
from different perspectives, with a special focus on all those
involved and their needs. Our solution „Relution for Education“
is intended as a tool to make teaching with tablets easier,
more productive and safer. To this end, we are working on its
constant further development - in the sense of continuous
improvement and for the best possible digitally supported teaching.

Yours sincerely,
M-WAY Solutions GmbH

For reasons of better legibility, the simultaneous use of masculine and feminine
language forms is waived. All references to persons apply equally to both sexes.
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INTRODUCTION AND CHALLENGE

Introduction
Smartphones and tablets have become an integ-

Tablets and smartphones are finding their way

ral part of our children‘s everyday lifes, making

into schools and training centers, not least thanks

it obvious to use this technology at school as

to various government initiatives.

well. Both parents and teachers see the benefits
as well as the risks of using digital media in the

This development opens up new perspectives for

classroom.

schools, students, parents and textbook providers
in dealing with digital devices and content. At the

Digital learning using tablets and mobile apps

same time, schools are faced with the challenge

concerns everyone involved in education. After all,

of making sure that students use this technology

digitization offers teachers and students com-

in a helpful way, promoting children‘s media

pletely new opportunities for interactive lessons.

competency instead of providing a vehicle for
more distraction.

Image source: iStock.com/MarianVejcik.
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Challenges
Thoughtful provisioning of the devices themselves

This is asking too much of conventional systems

as well as of the applications and especially the

for Mobile Device Management (MDM). Relution

data stored on them is required. Strict roles must

for Education is the only solution that has been

be defined for students and teachers to ensure

especially designed for both the education sector

that the devices and their content are safe and in

and GDPR compliance.

compliance with the GDPR (General Data Protection Rules).
Manage tablets and apps comprehensively,
with the needs of students, teachers and
IT admins in mind.

Teachers
Students

ITAdministrators
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Relution for
Education
The school MDM solution made in Germany.
Relution for Education is a software for schools and other
educational institutions for easily and intuitively controlling
and monitoring tablets as well as apps and other content.
Special didactic functions simplify the introduction and
operation of tablets for all involved parties while guaranteeing compliance with the highest data security standards.
Relution for Education is being developed in Germany with
EU security laws in mind. It is available both for on-premise
installation at the school or school district level and
as a cloud-based solution hosted by a Relution Partner in
your country.

Image source: iStock.com/dolgachov.
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STUDENTS AND IT-ADMINISTRATORS

Students
Through interactive, tablet-based learning, stu-

For multi-user tablet sets, the devices can be

dents receive a contemporary, motivating and

dynamically adapted to different classes, students

efficient education, having access to the world‘s

and subjects through a personalized login.

knowledge instead of school book knowledge -

Outside the classroom, additional functions,

plus they have to carry fewer books around.

such as surfing the Internet, can be activated.

At the same time, device restrictions are put in
place so that the development of the student‘s
media and communication skills are not compromised. Above all, Relution for Education offers

Safe, focused tablet use for increased

the protection of the tablets in the classroom -

media competency.

only those functions required for the current
lesson are available, everything that distracts is
specifically deactivated.

Image source: iStock.com/lisegagne.
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IT Administrators
IT administrators can easily manage both school

For student-owned devices, data protection func-

and student owned tablets running iOS or Android

tions can be adjusted - for example, the admin-

through a simple browser-based console with

istrator can be prevented from completely deleting

just a few simple steps. Relution for Education

the device, locating it or viewing the list of installed

automatically controls the distribution of device

apps.

configurations, policies and apps.
Suitable tablets can be installed and configured
If the devices are lost or stolen an alarm is trig-

automatically when first switched on - without any

gered and the administrator can locate and lock

manual intervention - so that it is no longer neces-

the devices. This way, the entire fleet of devices

sary to manually register newly purchased devices

is kept inventoried and controlled at all times.

with the MDM.

Comprehensive tablet management
with full data protection.
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TEACHERS AND IT ADMINISTRATORS

Teachers
Teachers can instantly use tablets in class without

For maximum attention, the teacher can simply

having to configure and set them up. No valuable

lock all tablets in the classroom at any time.

teaching time is lost for tiresome administrative
work. The required apps are automatically avail-

For tablet sets, Relution offers a special shared

able at any time and the attention of the students

device mode that initially locks all tablets and

is ensured by device restrictions. This means

then - after a student logs in - dynamically installs

that the tablets are no longer a burden for the

and displays the apps assigned to the student

teacher but can safely be used in class without

or class. All other apps are hidden to promote

the risk of losing the student‘s attention. At the

efficient work.

push of a button, a student‘s individual screen
content can be shown on the teacher‘s device or
on a projector.

Image source: iStock.com/vadimguzhva.
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On logout, these apps can automatically be

The connection of file server shares (SMB and

deleted again so that data protection compliance

WebDAV) is also integrated in Relution, so that

is guaranteed.

the students can store and retrieve the results
of their work centrally in accordance with data

A dedicated teacher console allows the teacher

protection regulations.

to dynamically assign apps to all tablets in his
class - whether they are class sets or student
owned devices. For the duration of the lesson,

Provide teachers with new didactic

all apps that are not required are hidden.

possibilities with little effort.

Thus, Relution offers an easy way to distribute
teaching relevant apps from the teacher tablet
and ensure their efficient use.
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OUR PARTNERS

Your advantages as Relution
for Education partner
Due to the special requirements of the education

Simple technical integration as well as an attractive

sector, Relution for Education is offered exclu-

collaboration model make it easy to complement

sively through suitable partners who have the

your school solution with Relution for Education.

necessary expertise in this environment. System

We see ourselves as a supplier to local school IT

vendors and school software manufacturers, who

partners who want to ensure that school IT meets the

today push the digitalization in schools and like

rapidly changing requirements of today. Relution for

to offer complete solutions, can use Relution for

Education can be used as standard software but can

Education to cover all mobile topics. Our soft-

also be extended on request as a white label solution

ware has been specifically developed in such a

or with customer-specific functions.

way that integration into existing school server
and WIFI solutions is easy - even up to complete

In addition, we support our partners with active

white labelling Relution with the partner‘s brand.

support and the provision of information and

Relution for Education is therefore a perfect sup-

knowledge from hundreds of mobile projects over

plement to existing school IT solutions and can

the last 10 years.

be provided and supported by local IT partners.

Image source: Designed by Katemangostar/Freepik.
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Let’s start the digitization
of school education
Help shape the digitalization of schools. Become

Further information is available at:

a Relution for Education partner and offer your

Phone: +49 0711 25254 - 634

customers the leading tablet management solution

E-mail:

for the education sector!

www.relution.io/de/digitales-klassenzimmer/

m.mahlmann@mwaysolutions.com

Educational partners

www.bechtle.com

www.bpedv.de

www.ict-plus.ch

www.inl.ag

www.extis.de

www.gundm-it-systeme.de

www.h-s.de

www.jambo-gmbh.net

www.lmz-bw.de

www.rednet.ag

dasschultablet.de

www.krzn.de

www.regioit.de

www.sit.nrw

www.ist.com

www.sbe.de

www.hh-software.com

www.apple.com

www.univention.de/

Data processing centre partners

www.schwenk-it.de

OEM partners

www.octogate.de

Technology partners

www.samsungknox.com
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In good company
Due to its ease of use, its complete feature set, the built-in compliance
with data protection regulations and last but not least due to its favorable
price, Relution has gained a good reputation in the educational sector in
a short time.

Universität Köln

Landkreis Kassel

»

Kommunales
Rechenzentrum
Niederrhein

Südwestfalen-IT

Niedersächsisches
Landesinstitut

For several reasons, Relution is perfect for schools: First of all, it is a German
provider that works directly with the government and knows its way around

«

the education sector. We therefore recommend Relution to other schools.
With Relution, the organisation of tablets is very easy.
Simon Terber, GTS - High school Edenkoben

»

«

Relution is indispensable for us as a central IT infrastructure
component. The cooperation with the Relution team is excellent.

»

Werner Umbach, Kassel School District

Besides the ideal software solution for our tasks, the price of the
software solution was one of the main reasons for us to consider

«

Relution. With regard to the software solution and especially the
customer service we are very satisfied with our choice.
Sven Lenkewitz, University of Cologne
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Test Relution for free!

www.relution.io

M-WAY Solutions GmbH
Headquarter
Daimlerstraße 133
D-70372 Stuttgart, Germany
Phone: +49 (0) 711 25254 - 60
E-mail: sales@relution.io
Web: www.relution.io
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